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PREFACE
Both Belgian and Australian people are more and more interested in the quality of food and
they present similar attitudes in the selection process of the ingredients / products. However,
there are discrepancies, as the two countries are at different stages in the appreciation for good
and healthy food.
The aim of this initial market study is to provide information related to chilled and frozen ready
(prepared) meals, as Flanders Investment & Trade would like to outline the sector key factors
and explore business opportunities for Belgian companies in entering the Australian market.
In fact demand for prepared meals has increased over the past five years, as busier lifestyles
have reduced the time consumers have to cook themselves. Time-poor consumers, especially
those living alone, have continued to favour convenient and competitively priced goods. Health
consciousness and a growing preference for premium goods have also helped boost the appeal
of industry products, increasing the popularity of low-fat prepared meals and high-value, precooked and pre-marinated meat varieties.
Despite these favourable conditions, the Australian prepared meals production industry has
performed poorly over the past five years. Industry revenue grew at a dismal compound annual
rate of 0.1% over the five years through 2016-17, to $601.4 million. This weak performance has
been largely due to the expanding range of private-label prepared meals on offer in major
supermarkets over the past five years. The increasing prevalence of private labels has hurt
industry operators, as they have found it difficult to compete with similar products launched by
supermarket chains, such as Coles and Woolworths, at substantially lower prices. This has
created strong price competition in the industry and contributed to its weak revenue growth
over the past five years. The number of new products launched by the major supermarkets is
expected to decrease in the next years. This is likely to steady price competition, giving most
industry players room to move on price. Consequently, industry revenue is expected to
strengthen during 2016-17, growing by an estimated 1.8%
Revenue growth is projected to strengthen over the next five years. Increasing product
sophistication, with high-value prepared meals tasting better and becoming even easier to
prepare, is anticipated to sustain this growth. Specialty prepared meals, such as gluten-free,
vegan and non-dairy varieties, are projected to rise in popularity as health complications and
dietary preferences continue to shape the Australian food supply chain. Large industry
operators are likely to continue building economies of scale, while smaller industry operators
are anticipated to continue specialising in niche products, particularly special dietary prepared
meals and premium meals. Industry revenue is projected to increase at an annualised 2.8% over
the five years through 2021-22, to $690.0 million.
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1

MARKET ANALYSIS

1.1

DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS

The Australian population counts 24.4 million people with a clear growing trend (in 2016 the
Australian population grew by 1.5%, partially due to immigration, with the State of Victoria and
its capital city Melbourne presenting the highest rate).
NSW

1.4%

Victoria

2.1%

Queensland

1.4%

South Australia

0.6%

Western Australia

1.0%

Tasmania

0.5%

Northern Territory

0.3%

Even if the Australia is a vast geographical area, it is important to notice that 85% of Australian
populations lives in urban areas, with 70% living in capital cities:
1.

Sydney - 5.25 million (3.96% increase 2016/2015)

2. Melbourne - 4.67 million (3% increase 2016/2015)
3. Brisbane - 2.38 million (3.6% increase 2016-2015)
4. Perth - 2.14 million (4.9% increase 2016/2015)
5. Adelaide - 1.34 million (1.42% increase 2016/2015)
By 2050, it is estimated that one in three persons could be born overseas [United Kingdom,
Channel Islands and Isle of Man 5,1%, New Zealand 2.6%, China 2% and India 1.8% (Australian
Bureau of Statistics, 2015-2016)]. This demographic factor will have some importance in the mix
of food and beverage products consumed in the country.
The Australian Millennial generation (15 - 35
years old) is estimated one-third of the
population. It grew up technology socially
engaged (with Australia leading the inclination
in buying online), well informed, less brand
loyal and the need to connect with brands.
Although 1 in 5 people is younger than 25, the
number of over 65-year old people has grown
to 3.57 million (15% of the population). As a
consequence, the population up to 14 years
old decreased from 29% to 19%. By 2050, a
quarter of Australians will be aged over 65
and approximately 1 in 14 people will be aged over 85 years old, up from 1 in 50 now (Tribune
International, 2016). Across all these age groups, an increasing percentage of consumers is living
in individual households, requesting single portion packages.
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1.2

ECONOMIC FACTORS

Australia continuously presented a GDP growth in the last 26 years: although it posted a 0.5%
economic contraction in the 2016 September quarter, Australia dodged a so-called technical
recession by rising by 1.1% in the December quarter and beating market expectations. Australian
growth continues to be above the OECD average and confirms the successful change that is
taking place in the economy as it moved from the largest resources investment boom in
Australian history to broader-based growth. Official data reveals that the GDP growth reflected
the strong performance of 15 out of 20 industries, with mining, agriculture, forestry and fishing
and professional scientific and technical services the star performers.
Overall, the economy grew by 2.4% in the 12 months to 2016 December (Real GDP growth in the
year to December 2018 is expected to be below trend, at a forecast 2.5%) and the GDP is USD
1339.54 billion (2.16% of the world economy), with a government debt to GDP of only 41.1%.
The Australian economy is based on services for 59%, construction for 9%, manufacturing for
7%, mining for 6% and retail trade for 5%
•

interest rate 1.5% (forecasted not to change during the year)

•

unemployment rate 5.7%

•

inflation rate 2.10%

In Australia the average weekly earnings are AUD $1.164 (approx. € 833), with a household saving
ratio of 5.2% (Reserve Bank of Australia, 2017).
The Australian cost of living stands as one of the highest with a Consumer Price Index (CPI) of
USD 110 (in Belgium USD 104.931): as a practical example, compared to an USD 123 value
shopping basket in Australia, you can buy the same products in Belgium for only USD 100
(approx. € 115 versus € 93). This is also an indication of the Purchasing Power, which is worth
USD 1.45 Down Under and USD 0.8 in Belgium (OECD, 2017).
The 2017 economy will be supported by a lower dollar with consequence of boosting exports
(and unfortunately a possible contraction in importing); lower interest rates, assisting housing
(with average dwelling value still increasing); and robust public demand with investments
centred on transport projects (growing population needs more infrastructure). Negative note of
a possible constrained consumer spending, due to a decrease in average wage incomes.

1.3

POLITICAL FACTORS

Healthy options are encouraged by the government, interested in fighting obesity. This has
become a huge concern Down Under as a staggering 63% or 11.2 million Australian adults (18+)
are challenging this issue (63,4% in 2014–15). Especially with Australian children between 5 and 17
years, where 1 out of 4 is dealing with the issue. This has been labelled as one of the most
serious public health issues of this century (Australian Health Policy Collaboration, 2016).
Therefore, the Australian government is committed to promote healthy lifestyles, addressing this
issue and taking preventative measures to improve the health and reach ‘Australia the Healthiest
country by 2020’. Some of the several initiatives promoted by the government:

1

•

Get set 4 Life - Habits for Healthy Kids

•

The Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden National Program

•

Healthy Spaces and Places

•

Learning from Successful Community Obesity Initiative

Calculation in March 2017.
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•

1.4

Healthy Weight information and resources

SOCIAL FACTORS

Social media usage is very typical to the Australian population. A study revealed that Australians
like to talk about what they eat more than ever before, sometimes because they can share it
with other people. This has been influenced by the increasing presence of social media and
people wanting to share pictures of their meals online. “With Australians increasingly getting
interested in food, and anxious to share their own experiences and learn about others, it’s likely
that online platforms will become an increasingly potent means of engaging key consumer
segments for marketers” (Enhaned Media Metrics Australia, 2015). Scanning all feeds are
extremely important, especially in an era when a viral blog could seriously improve or damage a
company’s reputation.
Australians are having one of the longest ad time per hour on television, so it will be important
to stand out. With the ability to guide public opinion, the media is widely seen as an important
and influential tool.
The impact of celebrity chefs (Curtis Stone, Heston Blumenthal, e.g.) and cooking shows
(MasterChef, Ready Steady Cook, My Kitchen Rules, e.g.) has taken an unmeasurable height Down
Under, while this kind of endorsement has become extremely important. As a tool to gain
market share, product placement in a cooking show or with a chef can be a decisional factor.
For example, Coles, a major MasterChef partner which advertised heavily within the series, has
reported a 1400% spike in the sales of ‘unusual’ ingredients after they feature in a MasterChef
recipe. Moreover, the MasterChef Junior is a huge success which stimulate children participating
at cooking camps, buying cook related accessories, etc. A more “educated” generation is going to
“master” the market.

1.5

BRAND LOYALTY

Australian brands are heavily spending on customer loyalty programs that are not performing.
According to recent studies, more than half of Australian consumers have switched brand or
providers in the past year, while 79% are retracting loyalty more quickly than they did three
years ago. 71% of respondents said current customer loyalty programs do not enforce loyalty
and 23% demonstrated a negative or non-existent reaction to loyalty efforts. But those brands
who do loyalty right are winning. For example, 58% of Australian consumers spend more with
the brands they love, and 49% will recommend brands or organizations to which they are loyal
to family and friends. Thus, 26% said brands should do everything possible to earn their loyalty
(Accenture Strategy, 2017).
84% of Australian consumers would switch brand between the products in a range because of
price incentives. Price and value (followed by features, design and quality) is for 73% the
determining factor regarding brand loyalty (Edgle Loyalty, 2017).
Especially millennials patterns are incredibly diverse. They are less likely to stick with big brand
names after one purchase, meaning you need to work hard to retain their loyalty. But
millennials are inconsistent as consumers: their loyalty might be hard to win, but when you’ve
got it, they tend to be the most loyal consumers around (Edgle Loyalty, 2017).
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2

FOOD INDUSTRY TRENDS

As consumer demands for healthy, convenient, and affordable food products continue to grow,
Australia has proudly developed a reputation of clean, natural products with low chemical
residues, thus allowing the Australian food and beverage sector to be recognized globally as a
front runner of innovation for this growing market place trend.
The sector continues to diversify to meet the trends of the public and the available food range
reflects the ethnic and cultural diversity of the country. In many specialties you can find
influences from Europe, Asia and the Middle East. Foods with specific properties such as kosher,
halal and vegan food are covered by certification systems and standards, and they are showing
a steady growth. European gastronomic food is still high in Australia, provided it responds to
the quarantine rules.

2.1

ORGANIC, VEGAN AND GLUTEN-FREE FOOD

The organic food sector has already shown significant potential, with the demand pushing more
farmers to switch from conventional to organic farming. According to 2016 reports, the
Australian organic industry has been growing at an exponential rate (17% in the last five years)
and valued at AUD 919 million (AUD 1.2 billion by 2022). The consumption of certified organic
food (less than 5% of Australian total food production by volume), cosmetics and household
products has never been so high in Australia. Dairy and beef are the fastest growing biological
sectors.
Australia is the third-fastest growing vegan market in the world and data show Australia's
packaged vegan food market is currently worth almost AUD 136 million, set to reach AUD 215
million by 2020 (Euromonitor, 2016). Most of the vegetarian alternatives are going mainstream,
some Australians opt more for the healthy alternative even if they are not fully vegetarian.

The rise of vegan food
250
200
150

135.9

153

184.3

168.6

199.8

215

100
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

AUD $ millions

New protein sources and potential replacements appeal to the everyday consume. The
percentage of vegetarian consumers (and those who eat an ‘almost’ vegetarian diet) raised
steadily from 9.7 % in 2012 to 11.2 % in 2016; they are more likely to live in capital cities than in
regional or rural areas (Roy Morgan Single Source, 2016).
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RISE OF VEGETARIANS (%)

NSW

VIC

SA

12.7

12.2

10.9
8.7

10.4
QLD

8.5

9.2

11.5

8.3
TOTAL

April 15-Mar 16

11.3

9.5

9.7

11.2

12.4

April 11-Mar 12

WA

TAS

The Australian gluten free market is growing at a rapid pace due to the number of people
suffering from celiac disease, wheat intolerants and the health conscientious. Many food
manufacturers are introducing a broader range of gluten free products. Another business
opportunity for the next 3 to 5 years is likely to be in dairy-free and lactose-free products. The
strong growth of almond milks is a signal of a fast-growing dairy-free message. Many
professionals avoid dairy as a prescription for dealing with weight or digestive problems.
Currently 1 in 5 Australians live with an intolerance or allergy which will need special dietary
requirements on a regular basis (Prepared food, 2017).
Almost 65% of Australian consumers is in favour of free range eggs, as “sustainability” is a
selling point for many mainstream products. An “extreme” case-study: after the overwhelming
participation in a petition against Aldi Australia, the retail chain agreed to phase all the outcaged eggs by 2025 (AFN Staff Writers, 2016).

2.2

CONSUMERS’ DRIVERS

Ipsos investigated the 5 food priorities in 2016 for Australians (similar like New Year resolutions,
so it is not fully achieved 100%):
•

eating more fresh fruit and vegetables (40%)

•

smaller portion sizes (31%)

•

reducing sugar intake from food (24%)

•

eating healthier snacks (23%)

•

cutting down on fat (23%)

Despite the focus on health, Ipsos found that once in store, 72% of shoppers place taste as the
number one driving factor behind purchase, with price at 63%. So, the typical, everyday shopper
is still struggling to balance healthiness against convenience and his/her budget.
Nevertheless, with all these healthy alternatives, the Australian population still eats 3 times more
meat than the world average (Symons, 2014). Moreover, despite heavy promotion by celebrity
chefs and nutritionists, most Australians are not jumping on board with the “fad diets”. Nearly
half of Australians (47%) said they were aware of the Paleo diet (limited legume and dairy
product intake), but less than 10% had tried ensuing it (Ipsos, 2016).
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2.3

MULTICULTURAL CULINARY TRADITIONS

The proportion of Australians born overseas has hit its highest point in over 120 years, with only
28% born in Australia. As a consequence, the Australian market has a diverse range of ethnic
influences and this diversity is clearly visible in the food sector, with the Asian community
playing an important role in the eating habits (Food Forward, 2014).
Australian traditional cuisine is quite limited to few dishes/ food products:
•

Shepherd’s pie

•

Fish & Chips

•

Vegemite

•

Lamb

•

Australian Meat pie

•

Australian BBQ

•

Lamington (cake dessert)

•

Tim Tams (an Australian chocolate snack)
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3

PREPARED MEALS

Despite many stimuli in consuming fresh food, packaged food current value sales grew by a
robust 3% in 2016 (Euromonitor, 2016). Chilled and frozen ready-made meals represent a
convenient short-cut for busy Australians who don’t have time to cook every night. With
supermarkets stocking an ever-increasing range of pre-prepared options (such as lasagne,
risotto, gourmet soups and curries), it’s easier than ever to bypass fast food and eat healthy
even when very busy. “Many of these frozen/chilled meals are nutritionally balanced and low in
calories, so they also make life easier for people watching their weight. For example, people in
the Looking Good Persona are over 50% more likely than the average Australian to eat
frozen/ready chilled meals during an average week. The people from the Looking Good Persona
are commonly living in recently developed metro suburbs, trying to balance the needs of family
with a successful career”.
Another key factor opting for prepared meals is the search for convenience in microwavable
food (entering now also in the nutritional routine of senior people too).

3.1

PRODUCT RANGE SEGMENTATION

The industry's products are segmented according to meal ingredients. There has been a shift
over the past five years towards international cuisines, with many companies launching Asian,
Indian and even Mexican prepared meals.
Meat-based prepared meals
Meat-based meals account for most of the industry's products. These meals are labelled
according to the kind of meat used, and are generally accompanied by vegetables and another
side dish, such as rice. This segment has grown as a share of industry revenue over the past five
years, due to an expansion into international cuisines. Meals such as beef teriyaki and Thai
chicken green curry have contributed to this segment's growth.
Chicken-based meals have traditionally dominated this segment, as many prepared meals are
targeted at health-conscious consumers. For instance, Lean Cuisine and McCain Healthy Choice
focus on consumers watching their weight and kilojoule intake. Chicken is typically seen as a
low-fat and healthy protein, compared with heavier meats such as beef or lamb, contributing to
the high portion of chicken meals. Fish-based meals are projected to become a greater portion
of this segment over the next five years, as consumers seek alternative healthy proteins.
Pasta-based prepared meals
Pasta-based meals have been a long-standing segment in the prepared meals production
industry. These meals typically heat well in a microwave, contributing to the segment's
popularity. Meals included in this segment are traditional pasta dishes (such as spaghetti
bolognaise, lasagne and fettuccine) and less common pasta dishes (such as cannelloni and
tortellini). Pasta-based dishes have declined as a share of industry revenue over the past five
years, as customers have turned away from meals perceived to be high in carbohydrates in
favour of lower kilojoule, more exotic flavours in other segments.
Specialty prepared meals
The specialty meals segment has grown as a share of industry revenue over the past five years.
The increasing popularity of dietary requirement products, such as gluten-free meals, and the
growing popularity of organic foods have contributed to this segment's growth. Vegetarian
meals are also included in this segment. Specialty meals include both meat- and pasta-based
dishes, but are manufactured to meet special requirements. This segment is anticipated to
continue growing as a share of industry revenue over the next five years. The drivers for this
growth will be consumers' ongoing preference for organic foods, which are perceived to be
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healthier, and consumers with specific dietary requirements looking for quick, convenient meals
that do not need to be prepared at home.
Other prepared meals
Meals that fall into this segment are predominately pre-packaged soups that are not sold in tins.
This segment has remained small and stable as a share of industry revenue over the past five
years, as minimal product development has taken place to attract customers. Other products
included in this segment are niche products, such as alternative meals like shepherd's pie.

3.2
3.2.1

DISTRIBUTION
Supermarket

Australia has one of the most concentrated grocery markets in the world, presenting a duopoly
with Woolworths and Coles (as part of Wesfarmers) accounting for 70 (average shopping basket
of $100 a week in both stores).

Share of market 2016

8%

Woolworths Group

10%
37%
12%

Coles Group
Aldi
IGA
Other supermarkets

33%

The (outdated) Coles and Woolworths defensive strategy against competitors is based on
economy of scale: larger companies with a strong positioning in the market can leverage their
critical mass to distribute cheaper products. The only real competitor. Roy Morgan Research
pointed out that the two distribution giants have recently shown a decline: in July 2016
Woolworths announced a plan to cut 500 jobs with dozens of under-performing stores across
Australia and New Zealand to be closed, (Pearl, 2016). Wesfarmers reported a net profit after tax
of $1.4 billion in 2016, up 1.2% since the same time last year, while Woolworths reported a net
loss of $973 million after a profit of $1.3 billion. Coles has in the last few years experienced
stronger sales growth and an improved market share in comparison with Woolworths (Akhatar
& Akhatar, 2016).
While ALDI’s dollar share of the market is just under one-third of Woolworth’s, it is different
when regarding customers. As Roy Morgan’s data revealed, customer loyalty is in short supply
when it comes to supermarkets: as cross-shopping is quite usual (even though ALDI accounts for
36.8% share of total grocery buyers (versus Woolworths’ 72.5%).
As preferred supermarket for the consumers, Aldi wins in 6 out of 9 categories: dairy, fresh fruit,
fresh vegetables, meat, packaged groceries and general merchandise, while Coles in the seafood
selection, and Woolworths for deli and bread range (Roy Morgan Single Source, 2016).
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Aldi leads the packaged food market in Australia because of its substantial private label
presence, but Coles and Woolworths are expected to continue investing in their private label
ranges to improve quality and price to compete with Aldi. At the Product of the Year awards
(industry-sponsored but consumer-voted award) almost 30% of the products were
manufactured under private label and distributed by the supermarkets chains.
Coles and Woolworths are now competing to gain market share through the promotion of
ready-made meals, with the first one doubling the range of its Coles Brand ready-made meals,
improving its quality and reducing prices by as much as 28% in a strategy that is bound to
undermine Woolworths' renewed push into the AUD 600 million chilled meals category. The
General Manager of Coles said the range was daily supplied by four suppliers, Della Rosa Fresh
Foods, Australian Whole Foods, Jewel Fine Foods and Simplot (Mitchell, Coles' new weapon in
supermarket price war, 2016).
In August 2016, the leading consumer advocacy group in Australia, Choice, ran a test about the
private label ready food meals (lasagne, butter chicken, etc.): lasagne products distributed by
two of the three supermarkets chains received the lowest overall scores of all ready meals on
the test (Clemons, 2016)2.
3.2.2

Independent retailers

Independent (and smaller) food retailers or gourmet shops offer also valid business
opportunities to the frozen / chilled ready meal sector because of its premium quality and
niche products. A good example is represented by IGA-stores: the absence of a central
purchasing office allows producers to have more negotiating power (compared with Coles and
Woolworths) and to run market tests, having pilot distribution projects with a limited number
of IGA stores. With independent retailers, key elements are logistics, partnering with local food
service companies and warehousing capacity.
Australian retailer associations:
-

Australian Retail Associations; www.retail.org.au

-

MGA Independent Retailers; www.mga.asn.au

-

National Retail Association; www.nra.net.au

-

South Australian Independent Retailers; www.sairetailers.com.au

-

Australian Chamber of Commerce and Industry; www.acci.asn.au

3.2.3

Home delivery

An alternative channel is represented by chef-prepared delivered meals (food companies that
contract chefs to prepare meals exclusively for delivery service), a trend expected to grow
further in 2018. Reasonable prices, flexibility in seasonal menus and exclusive experience by wellknown chefs are the selling proposition of quite recent service. The outcome results in a rise of
start-ups offering healthy home delivered meals and make-at-home meal kits. Supermarkets are
considering this distribution channel as a competitor for premium chilled and frozen ready
meals.

www.choice.com.au/food-and-drink/groceries/snack-foods/articles/supermarket-ready-mademeals-review
2
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Key players regarding these services are:
•

Lite n’ Easy (aiming on light meals: research from Choice regarding this business3 and
comparison with supermarket brands4)

•

My Food Bag (only New Zealand)

•

Eat Fit Food

•

Last Minute Chef

3.2.4

Online versus offline

Most customers think that online and offline prices are different, although an Australian market
study compared online and in-store prices at Coles, Masters, Target and Woolworths and it
found 74% of Australia's online and in-store prices were almost identical. This proportion was
slight higher than in the US 69%, but lower than Canada and the UK 91% (Cavallo, 2017).
However, there is something quite distinctive about the Australia market: it was one of the two
countries where big retailers tended to have higher prices online rather than in-store.

3

www.choice.com.au/health-and-body/diet-and-fitness/weight-loss/articles/lite-n-easy-review

www.choice.com.au/health-and-body/diet-and-fitness/weight-loss/articles/weight-loss-dinnerscomparison
4
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4

COMPETITIVE ARENA

In order to outline the competing “forces” in the market, the model from Porter could be handy:
Bargaining
power of
suppliers

Threat of
new
entrants

Competitive
arena

Threat of
substitutes

Bargaining
power of
buyers

4.1

BARGAINING POWER OF SUPPLIERS

The biggest worry for industry operators has been the growing power of the downstream
supermarket duopoly. Supermarket giants, Coles and Woolworths, have been increasingly
dictating price terms, due to their immense bargaining power. The major supermarkets have
moved into prepared meal production through their growing range of private labels.
Supermarkets typically negotiate for the manufacture and packaging of private-label products
with contract manufacturers. While Coles and Woolworths do not manufacture themselves,
private labels have been a continual headache for industry operators that produce branded
prepared meals. This is because private labels are comparatively cheaper and given more
favourable shelf-space in supermarkets. Industry operators have traditionally beaten privatelabel goods on quality and taste. However, the improving quality and range of private-label
prepared meals has encouraged consumers to purchase these products instead of branded
meals. This has created increasing price competition in the industry, largely forcing
manufacturers of branded products to refrain from lifting prices and introducing discounts
more frequently. This has been a major factor in constraining industry revenue over the past
five years.

4.2

THREAT OF SUBSTITUTES

While the industry benefits from a host of favourable consumer conditions, it has continued to
battle with the rising strength of substitute foods. Takeaway and fast-food establishments have
been traditionally embroiled in a tug-of-war with prepared meals, as these foods cater to similar
target markets of time-poor consumers that often live alone and do little cooking. Over the past
five years, prepared meals operators have responded to trends in health consciousness.
However, so have takeaway and fast-food establishments, adding salads to their menus and
using air fryers and other low-oil alternatives in their cooking processes. This has put increasing
pressure on prepared meals operators, as the convenient eating-out alternatives have become
just as appealing and healthy.
With regard to frozen and chilled ready meals, the threat of substitutes is from other fresh
meals, generally cheaper and more appealing to younger people with low brand loyalty.
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4.3

BARGAINING POWER OF BUYERS

The Australian income per capita is one of the highest in the world, but the strong purchasing
power is proportional to a very expensive cost of living. Nevertheless, Australian consumers are
used to pay premium price for quality products, but their bargaining power is somehow
reduced by the relatively limited product offer.

4.4

THREAT OF NEW ENTRANTS

As the food regulations to enter Australia are strict, there are some barriers for new entrants as
some ingredients are prohibited. However most products can already be sourced in Australia.
Also with a concentrated supermarket chain landscape, newcomers will not experience an easy
approach to the market. Moreover, the threat is reduced by initial requested investments and
cost to start importing in Australia. Plus, the fluctuation of the exchange rate could potentially
affect exporters and importers.
Many of the new entrants have to move into niche specialties, such as healthy prepared meals
and other value-added meal options, rather than competing directly with products from the
industry's largest players.
The Australian Government is pushing towards prepared food with healthy ingredients. As in
Australia, food-safety is one of the key concepts in promoting products to consumers, the “Made
in Australia” logo is important to 60% of local consumers (one of the top 3 criteria in the
selection process). The perception of a “Made in Belgium” label could be welcomed Down Under,
but it is not confirmed (different story would be for an authentic Made in Italy product).
The geographical distance between Australia and Belgium can be seen as another week point, as
it generates logistics expenses and some delays in the time-to-market strategy.
Imports of prepared meals, which are anticipated to grow at an annualised 2.6% over the next
five years, are likely to be low-cost meals that will compete with private labels and other
products at the low end of the market.

4.5

COMPETITIVE ARENA

In the competitive arena in the frozen ready-meal sector, there are McCain, Simplot, Vesco
Foods, Patties Food and Weight Watchers, while for the chilled ready meals main competitors
are private labels from WW and Coles (plus minor competition form take-away, home delivery
and online).
Market consumption volume increased with a CAGR (= Compound Annual Growth Rate, growth
over multiple times) of 0.8% between 2010 and 2014, to reach a total of 112.7 million kg in 2014.
Thus, value growth of frozen ready meals will remain resistant over the forecast period at a 3%
CAGR at constant 2016 prices, like growth at a 3% CAGR posted over the review period. As
manufacturers offer more premium products, the average unit price of frozen ready meals is
expected to increase at constant 2016 prices, from AUD 14.20/kg in 2016 the same price level in
2021 (MarketLine, 2015).

4.6

COMPETITORS

Market leader is McCain Foods (22% share in 2016), followed by Patties Foods and Simplot
Australia (7%). Market research firm Canadean outlines ready meal manufacturers must innovate
with new ingredients and premium products (ie McCain’s Healthy Choice ranges). A research
regarding the web shops from Coles and Woolworths showed that brand names McCain, Lean
Cuisine (Simplot Australia), Weight Watchers and On the Menu (Vesco Foods) in both stores
return as most frequently.
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Because of the diverse range in products they produce, an example below is offered to see the
differences between prices and quantity5. In general, these directions are most ‘standard’
portion and price for their products.
Portion in grams

AUD $

McCain

400

4.5

Lean Cuisine

300

6.25

On the Menu

260

2.40

Weight Watchers

350

7.15

McCain Foods (Aust) Pty Ltd, local subsidiary of Canada-based McCain Foods Limited,
manufactures a variety of frozen foods, including frozen fruit and vegetables, potato fries and
wedges, and pizzas and dinner meals. McCain Foods (Aust) participates in the industry through
its McCain Healthy Choice, McCain Healthy Choice Plus and McCain Hearty Meals product lines.
The company manufactures its meal products in its major plant in Ballarat. The plant
commenced operation in 1975, producing French fries. Today, the facility can manufacture up to
six meal ranges in a 16-hour day. McCain’s meals are packaged in trays, plates or bowls, and then
heat-sealed with a polyester film. McCain has expanded its product range since the launch of
Healthy Choice meals in 1991, to include meals such as lasagne, Thai green curry, apricot chicken,
meatloaf, lamb cutlets and a variety of roast dinners.
Simplot Australia (Holdings) Pty Limited is a foreign-owned company based in Mentone,
Melbourne. The company is the Australian subsidiary of the US-based J.R. Simplot Company, an
agribusiness that generates more than USD 5 billion annually. The Australian branch of the
company was formed in 1995, when the US company acquired several key Australian food
brands, including Edgell, Chiko, Birds Eye, Harvest, Plumrose and Leggo's. The company operates
in the industry through its Lean Cuisine product range. Simplot took over the production of
Lean Cuisine in December 2009, when it entered into an agreement with Nestle that granted
Simplot the rights to manufacture, market and sell Lean Cuisine products throughout Australia
and New Zealand. The Lean Cuisine brand was established in Australia in 1988 and is sold as
frozen dinner meals in major supermarkets across the country. The company produces a variety
of Lean Cuisine meals, which can be grouped into Steam, Balance Serve, Classic and Soups
ranges. Lean Cuisine sales have suffered due to increasing competition from meals produced by
weight-loss companies that offer support, home delivery and freshly prepared meals. Lean
Cuisine has also lost market share to several smaller brands and private-label products, which
offer many of the same features, such as low-fat and portion-controlled serves, but are
perceived to be either of higher quality or have lower prices.
Jenny Craig Weight Loss Centres Pty Limited is the local subsidiary of global weight-loss
management company Craig Holdings, which owns the Jenny Craig brand that offers clients diet
counselling and prepared meal services. The company participates in the industry through its
prepared meals services division (largely frozen and developed 60 meals, including international
flavours and foods, such as quesadillas beef, teriyaki and massaman beef curry).
Matchlow Pty Limited operates in the Prepared Meals Production industry through its Lite n’
Easy division. Founded in 1989, Lite n’ Easy is a weight loss services company that derives the
overwhelming majority of its revenue from selling prepared meals. The company produces its
meals according to dietician recommendations, delivering them directly to consumer’s homes or
offices. Lite n’ Easy customers select a meal plan option from the company website. Meal plans
change each season, to ensure variety.
The industry is also characterized by numerous smaller prepared meal manufacturers. These
companies tend to specialize in niche or premium products, rather than trying to appeal to the
5

Based on Coles in April 2017
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masses and take on the major players. In particular, the growth in organic and gluten-free
foods has driven the success of these smaller manufacturers over the past five years.
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5

QUANTITATIVE MARKET SURVEY

FIT Australia ran a market survey with focus on ready and/or frozen ready meals in Australian
supermarkets and/or gourmet shops. The survey is not statistically representative, as the panel
was made of only 200 people, but it can surely provide some insights.
The research presented two alternative paths, depending on the answer to the first question:
“How many times a week do you have chilled and/or frozen meals from an Australian
supermarket or gourmet shop?”

AVERAGE TIME A WEEK
4%2%

30%

64%

0 (N=51)
1-2 (N=24)
3-5 (N=3)
6-10 (N=2)

Path 1
People who answered 0 times proceeded with a shorter version, as they only got an open
answer for explaining the reasons, based on the fact that:
•

people rather prefer fresh products, instead frozen or chilled ones

•

perception of “unhealthy” ingredients

•

cheaper substitutes (i.e. take-away food)

Path 2
With regard to the second group of people (at least 1 time per week, 39%), it was asked which
retail shop they bought the product from and which favourite brand and product. As expected,
Coles and Woolworths scored the highest percentage (72% and 80%). The analysis of the
answers to the question about the brand benefitted by utilising the Net Promotor Score, in
order to understand the possibility of a recommendation of the brand to a friend or colleague:
•

0 until 6: detractor

•

7 and 8: passive

•

9 and 10: promotor

The vast majority of the feedbacks about McCain, Lean Cuisine and Weight Watchers were split
between detractors and passive consumers.
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Another question was related to the portion of the preferred product, with all respondents to
provide for every portion (200 gr up to 1.2kg with single increase of 200gr) their perception
between “too small”, “small”, “big” and “too big”.

Portion meter
120%
100%
80%

60%
40%
20%
0%
200gr

400gr

600gr

Too small

Small

800gr
Big

1kg

1.2kg

Too big

*Based on cumulative percentages.
•

Marginal ‘Small’ point: a common description of the intersections is that the crossing of
"too small" and "big" can be the lower limit of an acceptable portion range.
Portion = 398 grams with a penetration of 23.2%

•

Marginal ‘Big’ point: similarly, the intersection of the "too big" and "small" lines can be
viewed as the upper limit of an acceptable portion range.

Portion = 575 grams with a penetration of 6.89%
•

Indifference Portion Point: the intersection where there is generally more consensus is
where the "big" line crosses the "small" line.
Portion = 465 grams with a penetration of 38%

•

Non Optimal Portion Point: finally, the intersection of the "too small" and "too big" lines.
This is the point at which an equal number of respondents describe the portion as
exceeding either their upper or lower limits.

Portion = 648 grams with a penetration of 13.5%
The ‘1 time at least’ respondents were asked to provide a feedback to two statements on a scale
1 to 7 (1 = strongly disagree to 7 = strongly agree):
1.

I always buy my chilled and/or frozen ready meals online from an Australian
supermarket and/ or gourmet shop.

2. The options of chilled and frozen ready meals in Australian supermarkets and/or
gourmet shops are too mainstream.
Strongly
disagree

Disagree Somewhat
disagree

Neither
D or A

Somewhat
agree

Agree

Strongly
agree

1

44 %

24 %

0%

12 %

8%

8%

4%

2

4%

24 %

0%

36 %

20 %

16 %

0%
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All the panel was asked to provide a feedback to three further statements on a scale 1 to 7:
1.

Endorsement by a celebrity chef or cooking chef will make me easier select a product

2. The Australian government promotion on healthy lifestyle, has an influence on my meal
selection
3. I am open to try new food ingredient/tastes
Average score
1

3.57

2

3.96

3

5.85

The survey also asked how important are food labels regarding health options: a split feedback
was provided as 52% confirmed the importance.
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6

STORE-CHECKS

The variety in product categories between the major retail supermarket chains is quite limited
to mainstream options with Asian, Italian (lasagne, mac & cheese, e.g.) and some traditional
Australian dishes (Shepherd’s pie, e.g.).
Coles and Woolworths use the same price (and discount) levelling, with most of the mainstream
products (i.e. the lasagne has only Angus beef or vegetable options).

6.1

WOOLWORTHS AND COLES - DOCKLANDS & SOUTH MELBOURNE

The chilled meals are limited, only one short aisle with shelves on two sides: fake and authentic
Made in Italy products on one side, Asian and international food (ie quiche, grilled pork, rissoles,
prosciutto wrapped chicken and lamb shanks) on the other.
Full plates with prepared meals present limited option, with just three different choices of meat
(lamb, chicken and pork). The costs of these full plates are around $8-12.
Many discounted items in the ready meals area, most likely to stimulate price-driven consumers.
Portions are different, starting from 100 grams (children portions) until 2kg. Most average is 350
grams for 1 person, where the price levels were between $6-8. Family packets (for 4 people) are
available at $12 (ex. sausage casserole, potato topped chicken pie). Almost everything
Woolworths labelled, in addition to limited number of branded product (pizzas: Picasso kitchen,
d’Agostino or Della Rosa; Lasagnes: Banquet but only in 2kg).
Not many differences in the South-Melbourne Coles store, but the producers from Australian
beef lasagne ($13 for 2kg), burrito ($7) or pasta plats available between the packed meat.
The only difference at Woolworths in Docklands was the offer of Australian beef lasagne.
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6.2

COLES - PORT & SOUTH MELBOURNE

In Coles, there are more available options compare to Woolworths. Coles offers products at a
reduced price, instead of the cumulative quantitative discount-strategy (WW). A normal portion
(350 gr) price was averaged priced $ 5,5-7, but a choice amongst different portions (including
the single serve just 1 person and not as in Woolworths where the offer is more focused on
multiple portions).
The chilled meals, ‘full plates’, were limited. Mostly Italian dishes (cannelloni, lasagne, ...) but also
some chicken & bacon and Asian meals. The products in the two stores are almost identical.
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6.3

FROZEN MEALS

Coles and Woolworths supermarkets present a very similar frozen food display: a long aisle with
all sorts of different products (more variety between producers, not Woolworths or Coles
private labels).
The most representative brand in this category is McCain, with standard single serve between
375-425 gr, with the same price $ 4,50 (even if in Woolworths the product is permanently
discounted from $6).
Several products are available from Weight Watchers, usually offering smaller portions, mostly
300-400gr. Woolworths was the cheapest for these products (approximately $ 4, Coles $ 5-6).
More visibility to ‘Lean Cuisine’ at Woolworths.
An average price level in Woolworths is $ 6-7 for 1 portion of 350-450gr. Almost nothing above $
8 (except for special dishes).
The aisle presenting frozen meals in Woolworths is quite long, (similar to Belgian stores, ex.
Colruyt).
LASAGNE

Coles Gr

Coles $

WW Gr.

WW $

Cheapest frozen

400

2.30

375

2.90

Most expen frozen

400

3.50

350

3

Cheapest chilled

250

2.88

1.600

16.50

Most expen chilled

400

7

400

7.99

CANNELLONI SPINACH

Coles Gr

Coles $

WW Gr.

WW $

Cheapest frozen

400

3.50

-

-

Most expen frozen

-

-

-

-

Cheapest chilled

400

7

-

-

Most expen chilled

350

7.50

700

10
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6.4

ALDI - SOUTH MELBOURNE

Aldi’s options in the chilled meals are more limited if compared to Coles and Woolworths. Aldi is
short in chilled meal options (two kinds of lasagne, some Asian meals and pasta) and not a big
price gap compared to the two leaders, but a clear intention to price-driven consumers, with
bigger portions at cheaper price ($ 13 for 2kg). Principal labels: Me’n’u and Fresh Approach.
Aldi offers more choices of frozen meals, at an average price of $ 3 for 300-375 gr.
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The information in this publication is provided for background information that should enable
you to get a picture of the subject treated in this document. It is collected with the greatest care
on the bases of all data and documentation available at the moment of publication. Thus this
publication was never intended to be the perfect and correct answer to your specific situation.
Consequently it can never be considered a legal, financial or other specialized advice. Flanders
Investment and Trade (FIT) accepts no liability for any errors, omissions or incompleteness’s, and
no warranty is given or responsibility accepted as to the standing of any individual, firm,
company or other organization mentioned.
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